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Introduction
Since its introduction in the early 1990s, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has become an invaluable modality with widespread biomedical applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In particular, it is now a standard of clinical care in ophthalmology [9] . OCT is the optical analogue of ultrasound imaging and measures the backscattered light to probe the three-dimensional (3D) structures of scattering samples. One attractive advantage of OCT is the decoupling of axial and transverse resolution, which makes it possible to achieve rapid volumetric imaging with millimeter-scale imaging depth and micrometer-scale axial resolution by using a low numerical aperture (NA) optical system. The use of low-NA optics, however, comes at the expense of low transverse resolution. In many medical and surgical scenarios, however, higher transverse resolution for visualizing cellular features in vivo is desirable. Therefore, the long-standing trade-off between transverse resolution and depth-of-field (DOF) limits further development of OCT. As a broadband interferometry-based imaging technique, dispersion mismatch between the sample and reference paths negatively affects the axial resolution in OCT. Fully compensating for dispersion leads to the highest image quality, but this is often difficult to achieve in practice. Likewise, in some cases it is not desirable, or perhaps not possible, to achieve high-quality aberration-free imaging optics. In this case, aberrations can severely degrade the OCT image quality. Together, these limitations of dispersion mismatch, DOF, and optical aberration lead to restricted performance of an otherwise powerful imaging technology.
Across all imaging modalities, the exponential growth of computing power has enabled a revolution of imaging systems by improving image quality, accelerating the imaging speed, and offering more analysis and insight into the acquired data. Advanced computing power also provides more flexibility in hardware system design due to the fact that physical measurements can rapidly be inverted mathematically, and the substantial amount of data processing required to do this is now possible. Digital reconstructions based on physical models of imaging and multiplex object-to-data relations are other important features of computational imaging. Historical precedents include the evolution of X-ray projections into computed tomography [10,11], nuclear magnetic resonance into magnetic resonance imaging [12] , and radar imaging into synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [13] . Following this historical trend, computational imaging techniques have been playing an increasingly important role in optical imaging, for example, incoherent fluorescence imaging [14] , coherent digital holography [15] , and OCT.
Optical computational imaging techniques have been proposed and developed in recent years to overcome the above limitations in OCT [16, 17] . These techniques have been adapted to various types of OCT instruments and demonstrated as powerful tools in many applications, showing better performance than standard OCT alone. The post-processing nature of these methods provides more flexibility and dramatically decreases the time of the imaging session. In this paper, we review the physical models of these problems, their related computational imaging solutions, the current applications and challenges, and future directions.
General theoretical model of OCT
OCT is a broadband interferometric imaging technique which measures the backscattering light from the sample to reconstruct the depth-resolved structures [18, 19] . Depending on the implementation scheme, OCT can be categorized into time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) and Fourier-domain OCT (FD-OCT). FD-OCT can be realized by different configurations of light sources and detectors, such as point-scanning spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT), and pointscanning and full-field swept source OCT (SS-OCT). The collected data is equivalent, or equivalent under a Fourier transform along the axial/wavenumber axis. Without loss of generality, we begin the discussion based on a point-scanning FD-OCT system similar to Fig. 1 . As the detector is a square-law device, the signal we obtain for transverse scanning position (x, y) and wavenumber k can be described as ( ) 
where S E and R E are the light fields from the sample arm and the reference arm, respectively, and the superscript asterisk (*) indicates complex conjugation. ( , ; ) S x y k denotes the complex cross-correlation term, which contains the object field information we are interested in. 
Axial resolution improvement by computational techniques
Because the light travels through different optical materials in the sample arm and reference arm, the backscattering field at each wavelength may experience different delays due to the material dispersion. ( , ; ) S x y k can therefore be rewritten as
where S φ and R φ describe the additional accumulated phase deviation in the sample and reference arm due to the dispersion along the light path. For brevity, we
The mismatched phase distortion affects the axial resolution because it effectively results in a convolution between the ideal reflectivity profile with the Fourier transform of the mismatched phase,
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where k z FT → describes a Fourier transform from the spectral to spatial domain, and the operator * z describes a convolution in the axial direction. By taking a Taylor expansion of the phase distortion,
of the convolution can be described as a combined effect from each order. The 0th and 1st order result in a phase shift and a circular spatial shift in the image, which does not usually pose a significant concern. However, the higher orders correspond to blurring effects and must be corrected to restore optimum axial resolution. For a system with well-matched dispersion, the higher order derivatives are close to zero, and as a result, the axial resolution is not affected. For a system with unmatched dispersion, however, degraded axial resolution can be observed. The dispersion mismatch can be eliminated either experimentally by inserting and adjusting a variable thickness glass block in the reference arm, or by numerical computational methods in post processing. The former, however, cannot always remove the exact dispersion and is lacking in flexibility. Many different computational dispersion correction algorithms for OCT have been developed and demonstrated for the improvement of the axial resolution. Some early work [21] used the CLEAN algorithm for OCT dispersion correction, which is an iterative point-deconvolution algorithm that was previously used by the radio astronomy community. 
where N is the total number of points in each axial scan, n is any integer between 0 and N-1, n i is the resampling array, ctr ω is a number between 0 and 1, and 2 β , 3 β are the dispersion parameters. The numerical dispersion correction for both fixed system dispersion and sample material dispersion was automated using an autofocus algorithm by Marks et al. through iteratively minimizing the Renyi entropy of the corrected axial-scan image [27] . Another automated dispersion compensation method was proposed by Wojtkowski et al. which functioned by iteratively updating the 2nd and 3rd parameters, thereby maximizing a sharpness metric function such as one over the total number of pixels with intensity above a threshold [28] . With these numerical dispersion compensation algorithms, dispersion in OCT images can be flexibly and effectively corrected, resulting in near-optimal axial resolution, and at the same time, reducing the hardware complexity in the experimental setup. However, because of defocus and possible aberrations of the beam, transverse resolution of the image can still be sub-optimal. In the following sections, additional computational approaches will be introduced to address these concerns.
Trade-off between transverse resolution and depth-of-field
In OCT, the axial coherence gate causes the transverse and axial resolutions to be decoupled. The axial resolution is mainly affected by the light source. In a modern dispersion-corrected OCT system, good axial resolution in scattering tissues can be achieved by using a broadband light source. Improving the transverse resolution of OCT, however, is more challenging. The transverse resolution is determined by the effective NA of the objective and scales linearly with 1/NA. A higher NA system, e.g. optical coherence microscopy (OCM), generates a tighter focal spot, which provides higher transverse resolution. Unfortunately, the increase of NA also leads to the reduction of depth-of-focus, which is inversely proportional to the square of NA (1/NA 2 ). Figure 2 is an illustration of focusing in OCT and the trade-off between resolution and depth-of-focus. In standard OCT using low NA optics, the light is implicitly assumed to be perfectly collimated in a pencil beam. In reality, the propagation of a Gaussian beam must converge before and diverge away from the focus. Only a portion of the 3D image volume within the DOF exhibits the desired transverse resolution, while the regions at out-offocus depths are blurred. In low NA systems, the beam width 0 (related to transverse resolution) and the confocal parameter b (related to DOF) are both large, while in high NA systems, a tight focal width or spot size implies a small DOF.
To obtain a large DOF image with high transverse resolution for the visualization of finer structures, much work has been done to overcome this inherent trade-off and problem. Some . The hardware-related methods require special hardware set-up configurations in the system design, which can complicate and increase the cost of the OCT system. In this paper, we focus on the computational imaging solutions to this trade-off between transverse resolution and DOF in OCT/OCM. 
Deconvolution
The first attempt of using computational approaches to mitigate the transverse blurring outside the confocal parameter is amplitude-based deconvolution, which estimates the point spread function (PSF) and is popular in incoherent microscopy. Schmitt These methods rely on intensity-based models, and are not sufficiently accurate because phase information is neglected. For example, the interference fringes on an en face image produced by two closely adjacent scatterers outside the confocal region cannot be resolved by these real-valued PSF estimation methods. In addition, the optical transfer function of these incoherent processing methods is, in general, complicated with varying magnitudes and may contain small or even zero values, which make these methods sensitive to speckle and noise [52] . Therefore, these methods have rarely been used for imaging scattering tissue. We classify these above methods as computational image-processing methods. In the following two sections, we review what we term computational imaging methods based on the physical model of wave propagation, which utilizes the full complex field information that is naturally obtained from the broadband interferometric measurement in OCT.
Interferometric synthetic aperture microscopy
The OCT experiment can be considered as an inverse scattering problem [53, 54] . To discuss the physics-model-based relationship between the detected data and the object structure, and the related computational imaging solutions, we begin with the dispersion-corrected complex 3D signal, ( , ; ) S x y k , which can be given by a convolution of the (complex) system PSF, ( ) , , ; h x y z k ,with the sample scattering potential ( , , )
The axial origin of the coordinate system 0 z = is set at the focal plane without loss of generality. For a point-scanning system, the transverse information is acquired through the two-dimensional (2D) scanning of the focused beam. For full-field OCT systems, the lateral spatial information can be acquired by a 2D camera simultaneously, while the wavenumber is scanned. In both cases, the lateral sampling step should obey the Nyquist sampling requirement. Therefore, the 3D information can be coherently synthesized as long as the phase between each scanning step satisfies the stability requirement (discussions in Section 6) within the optical interrogation time. Utilizing the convolution theorem, Eq. (4) can then be rewritten in the transverse spatial frequency domain as ( , ; ) ( , , ; ) ( , , ) ,
where (~) represents the 2D transverse Fourier transform, Q is spatial frequency, and ( , , ; ) 
where ( ) ≈ represents the 3D Fourier transform, and the factor of 2 is introduced because of the double-pass geometry. ( ) , ;
x y H Q Q k denotes the space-invariant axial and transverse spatial frequency response of the system, which is related to the generalized pupil function derived in Fourier optics [57] and proportional to the optical power spectral density (detailed discussion can be found in Ref [55] ). This frequency response of the system takes slightly different forms for the regimes within and beyond one Rayleigh range, and in theory, it should be inverted to fully recover the scattering potential [16] . When inverting the system PSF, it is important to regularize the inverse operator to avoid amplifying noise. This can be done using a Tikhonov-regularized pseudo-inverse filter with an appropriate regularization parameter [20] . However, in the common cases where aberration-free scalar Gaussian beam are used for illumination, ( ) , ;
x y H Q Q k is generally smooth within the pass-band and is a real Fourier-domain weighting factor, which will not introduce significant image distortions [55, 58, 59] . Therefore, it is sensible to compute the unfiltered solution of the scattering potential in the frequency domain,
.
Spatial domain structures can then be retrieved by the 3D inverse Fourier transform
The resampling step Just as the name suggests, ISAM has much in common with SAR in both the physics and mathematics of the problem [74] . A heuristic illustration in Fig. 1(b) shows that a scatterer outside the focus region is probed by the scanning Gaussian beam multiple times at different angles during the scan. This acquisition scheme is very similar to SAR, although a divergent beam instead of a focusing beam is used in SAR. Computationally, SAR uses Fourier domain reconstruction methods that synthesize a very large aperture from continuous scan data to achieve high resolution radar images. These methods were independently developed by Wiley at the Goodyear Aircraft Company [75] and Sherwin et al. at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the 1960s [76] . Interestingly, as the digital computational power at that time was far from sufficient for processing radar data, Fourier optical methods were used for radar data processing [77] [78] [79] . Further insightful comparisons and connections between SAR and ISAM were discussed in Ref [74] . In addition to SAR, ISAM also shares a broad commonality with other systems applying computational imaging to multi-dimensional data collected using both spatial multiplex and time-of-flight measurements from a spectrallybroad temporal signal, such as synthetic aperture sonar [80] , seismic migration imaging [81] , and certain modalities in ultrasound [82] and photoacoustic imaging [83] .
ISAM brings the power of computational imaging into OCT and enhances the diagnostic capabilities. Many biomedical applications of OCT could benefit from the unique feature of spatially invariant reconstructions, which offers both high lateral resolution and extended DOF. One application example is for optical biopsy, as shown in Fig. 4 . Resected human breast tissue was imaged by a point-scanning SD-OCT system with 0.05 NA. A volumetric ISAM rendering is presented and en face sections from regions far from (Section A) and nearer to (Section B) the focus are selected to compare histology, standard OCT processing, and ISAM reconstruction. It is evident that the out-of-focus images in standard OCT are blurry and the tissue features are more difficult to distinguish [ Fig. 4(b), 4(e) ]. The ISAM reconstruction provides transverse resolution improvement and exhibits comparable cellular features with respect to the histological section [ Fig. 4(c), 4(f) and 4(a), 4(d) ]. As a result, significantly more information regarding the tissue can be extracted within a shorter imaging time, without depth scanning. Because more underappreciated and neglected information in the OCT data is utilized in ISAM for improving image quality, the data manipulation and signal processing is much more intensive than standard OCT processing. Because of the rapid development of microelectronic devices, computational imaging has benefited greatly from the increasingly powerful computing resources and imaging sensors. Physics-based approximation models were proposed for high-speed parallel algorithms, which led to real-time visualization of ISAM reconstructions by using a multi-core CPU [58], graphics processing units (GPUs) [59] (examples can be seen in Fig. 5 ), and portable digital signal processers (DSPs) [84] . As a result of these and other technological advancements, ISAM technology has been commercialized by Diagnostic Photonics, Inc. in a system platform that includes a hand-held probe [85] .
As ISAM provides depth-invariant transverse resolution, it has been discovered that the strategy of placing the focus deep in the tissue can dramatically improve the SNR from the sample surface to the focus [59]. Figure 5 shows an example of signal and resolution improvement of in vivo ISAM visualization by placing the focus deep, to 1.2 mm beneath the surface of highly-scattering human skin. The DOF was extended by over an order-ofmagnitude (24 Rayleigh ranges) in real time. ISAM has become user-friendly and provides real-time feedback, which is crucial for time-sensitive situations such as image-guided procedures or optical biopsies in clinical screening applications. Intraoperative ISAM imaging during thyroidectomy has been demonstrated, in which the extended depth-of-field provides better resolution of the thyroid follicle structure [86] . Another key clinical application is intraoperative imaging of cancer margins during breast conserving surgery. A recent clinical study demonstrated that a majority of reoperations could potentially be prevented through the use of intraoperative computational OCT imaging [87] .
Digital refocusing
As there is a close connection between SAR and holography [88] , it has also been recognized that an SD-OCT system, in principle, is performing digital holographic tomography synthesized by a series of wavenumbers, despite the detector being in the imaging or Fourier/Fresnel plane [72, [89] [90] [91] [92] . This can also be mathematically understood from the forward model. Applying the standard OCT processing (Fourier transform along k) to Eq. (6) and extracting a specific layer p z , 
The scaling by a factor of two along depth is due to the double-pass nature of the OCT measurement. Replacing k with , 
where ⊗ denotes convolution along depth. For different imaging systems, there may be different scaling factors [72, 93] . Now, it can be seen that the term inside the brace in Eq. (12) is the scalar diffraction formula [57] . Therefore, it is clear that the defocus at a specific depth is caused by the quadratic phase term. Thus, digital refocusing methods that are based on scalar diffraction models and widely used in digital holography can also be applied to OCT data to cancel out this defocus term, such as the Fresnel propagation [94] or the angular spectrum method [93, 95, 96] . For a specific 2D en face plane, the out-of-focus OCT image is digitally refocused by simulating field propagation to the focal plane during post-processing. Equation (12) also implies the fact that it is equivalent to apply the conjugated quadratic phase term to either ( , , )
x y S Q Q k  for digital refocusing. Figure 6 is an example that shows the image improvement by digital refocusing. Images of an onion sample were acquired using a point-scanning SD-OCT system. In Fig. 6(a) , the en face OCT image from outside the focal region suffers from defocus. After digitally propagating the appropriate distance (estimated by optimizing the information entropy as an image metric), the same en face image is brought into focus [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Finally, Fig. 6(c) shows a representative en face image of the onion within the focal region for comparison. Digital refocusing has been demonstrated not only in the point-scanning geometry but also with line-field SD/SS-OCT [97, 98] and full-field SS-OCT [72, [99] [100] [101] . In these systems, the data are acquired in the imaging plane. Holoscopy is another OCT technique combing a swept source laser and 2D camera with the detector in a plane within the Fresnel regime [92] . Digital refocusing is necessary for this technique, but this digital refocusing operation can only bring one 2D en face image into focus at a time, and the calculation is time consuming. Soon after, Hillmann et al. solved the inverse problem by resampling the data in the frequency domain, which can significantly reduce the processing time for the entire volume into a single computationally efficient step, which is very similar to full-field ISAM [102] . Example holoscopy images are shown in Fig. 7 . The realization of ISAM and digital refocusing in various scanning systems demonstrates that computational imaging is versatile and not restricted to specific hardware configurations. It can be a powerful complementary tool for the existing hardware system and provides significant improvement over standard OCT processing. Different scanning geometries, however, have dissimilar effects on the data, such as the phase stability requirements (will be discussed in Section 6) and the signal strengths. Point-scanning systems usually have a confocal-type detection, which rejects undesirable multiply scattered light and provides better SNR around the focal volume, while the signal strength will decrease for the far-from-focus regions. Full-field OCT and holoscopy do not have the confocal gate, which makes these techniques more vulnerable to multiple scattering noise. However, these techniques have better photon-efficiency for detecting the out-of-focus light.
Although both ISAM and digital refocusing can correct the defocus blur, it should be stressed that they are different in theory. ISAM is a reconstruction technique that solves the inverse scattering problem for OCT and directly manipulates the 3D spatial frequencies, which brings all the depths into focus simultaneously and rearranges the 3D energy distribution of the data set (Fig. 4 and [74] ). Digital refocusing, in contrast, only deals with one 2D en face plane at a time, and cannot concentrate the energy spreading along the axial direction, which is caused by the quadratic phase migration. To achieve a space-invariant volume, processing needs to be carried out for all the depth layers separately, which leads to increased computational complexity [102] .
Aberration correction
Aberration, which causes a deviation of an ideal wavefront, is an important issue affecting image quality in many imaging modalities. With increased NA for higher transverse resolution, the optical wavefront is more susceptible to being distorted by the imperfections of the imaging optics and the sample itself. As a result, the resolution may decrease, as well as the contrast and the signal-to-noise ratio. OCT/OCM also share this limitation are directly affected by aberrations in the system optics or the sample. Although OCT is usually performed at relatively low NA, it has been found that aberrations could still play a significant role in the disruption of the PSF in the far-from-focus regions [103] . Sophisticated optical designs can supress the static system aberrations [104, 105] , but they are not versatile for complex biological tissues that introduce unique, often dynamically changing, sample aberrations [106] . Hardware-based adaptive optics (HAO) has been introduced to correct the aberrations in incoherent imaging systems, such scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) [107] and fluorescence microscopy [108, 109] . Integrated with OCT, HAO operates by using a wavefront sensor and wavefront corrector to dynamically measure and correct aberrations, has been developed for ophthalmology to study cellular details of the living human retina [110, 111] . Recently, coherence-gated sensor-less adaptive optics has also been proposed and successfully applied to microscopy [112] and in vivo imaging of the human photoreceptor mosaic [113, 114] . In spite of this success, HAO systems remain expensive and complex. In addition, the aberration compensation can only be valid for one isoplanatic patch during the imaging procedure, which extends the time of the imaging session for the application of large volumetric imaging.
Adie et al.
[17] proposed a computational aberration correction technique, termed computational adaptive optics (CAO), to utilize the tomographic OCT data itself to compensate for the aberrations through post-processing. High-resolution 3D tomography was thereby achieved. Since then, CAO has become an active research field. In the following sections, we focus on CAO and review the theory, implementation, and recent progress of CAO applications.
CAO theory
Based on Fourier optics principles, the complex generalized pupil function is proportional to the scaled amplitude transfer function, which is related to the PSF through the Fourier transform. Aberrations can be described as a phase term inside the generalized pupil function in a single-pass system [57] . From Section 4.2, we learned that three-dimensional complex information can be obtained from the interferometric synthetic aperture acquisition, which make the direct connection from complex data to the complex generalized pupil function possible. ISAM was introduced in Section 4.2 as a solution to the inverse problem of the forward model of OCT and corrects defocus for all depths. However, it does not account for aberrations of the system. CAO theory is introduced here as an extension of the forward model.
The aberration in an OCT image is mainly induced by two factors, the system aberration and the sample aberration. The system aberration is generally fixed, while the sample-induced aberration in complex biological tissue samples is in general spatially variant [106] and can be dynamically changing over time, because the wavefront is distorted differently when passing through different micro-structures that are often moving. However, for a sufficiently small volume, and over a sufficiently short period of time, the aberration can be considered constant, thus allowing us to use the same sets of parameters for wavefront correction. In astronomical adaptive optics, such a region is called an isoplanatic patch, or volume of stationarity [115] .
In each of such volume V, for each wavenumber k and each plane-wave component described by spatial frequency ( ) 
where V φ is the location dependent phase shift term, and A S  is the image with aberration. Ideally, if V φ is known, it is possible to use phase conjugation to cancel the effect of aberration and recover the aberration-free image,
, ; , ; , ; .
In traditional HAO, H Q Q k is related to both spatial frequency and spectral domains, so it can correct both monochromatic as well as chromatic aberrations [55, 116] . In CAO, for the scenarios dominated by the fixed system aberrations, a reasonable assumption is that each depth plane contains similar aberration, thus a CAO filter can be determined at the focal plane and then be applied to all depths. ISAM is implemented at the end to correct the aberrations and defocus for all the depths simultaneously. In the cases where aberrations are significantly different from region to region, even in the same depth layer, it is possible to divide the volume into multiple regions and use different aberration correction filters for each piece, and then reassemble them to reconstruct the composite image [117] . A further simplification is the assumption of an achromatic system, where the k-dependence of the aberration correction filter .
In this case, aberration-free image in the spatial domain can therefore be achieved by applying the 2D inverse Fourier transform to ( )
, ;
Implementation of CAO
In this section, we will introduce several common methods of estimating the suitable aberration correction filter for the unknown aberrations introduced by the optics and/or tissue samples.
One method is through the use of image metrics for determining the best aberration correction filter. This method is similar to the sensor-less HAO techniques [118] , but instead of optimizing the deformable mirror shape to cancel the wavefront distortion, this method optimizes the weights of a series of mathematical bases, such as Zernike polynomials, that compose the digital aberration correction filter, according to some computational image metric(s). Some useful example metrics are sharpness, entropy, maximum intensity, and spatial frequency content of the image. This approach was realized by manually adjusting the Zernike coefficients when CAO was first developed [17, 119] . GPU-based implementation has also been achieved [120] . Recently, several iterative optimization algorithms have been independently proposed by Yang et al. [121] , Pande and Liu et al. [122] , and Hillmann et al. [52] , for automatic aberration correction.
Another method is sub-aperture correlation, proposed by Kumar et al. [123] , which implemented a computational method that mimics the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor for estimating the shape of the wavefront. The method divides each en face Fourier plane into multiple sub-apertures, and uses the cross-correlation between the reconstructed images from each sub-aperture to estimate the local wavefront slopes. Figure 8 shows the implementation steps of this method. Image improvement has been demonstrated for scattering samples which have a uniform Fourier spectrum, although only low-order aberrations can be corrected due to the trade-off between cross-correlation accuracy (sub-aperture size) and wavefront precision (sub-aperture number). Reconstructions from each sub-pupil function are compared to the central reference subaperture to determine the slope of the wavefront. Reproduced with permission from [123] .
The third common method in CAO is the guide-star (GS) method [116] , originally developed by the astronomy community. This method is suitable for samples containing many point-like scatterers, such as individual photoreceptors in the retina. The basic steps include selection of a bright point-scatterer as the guide-star, and calculating the 3D PSF according to the guide-star. A complex deconvolution in the form of a frequency domain division is then performed on the whole volumetric image using the PSF obtained from the guide-star. In this deconvolution process, the aberration is cancelled and the optimum resolution can be restored to the image [124] . If the aberrations are spatial variant, multiple guide-stars across the whole field-of-view (2D) or volume (3D) can be picked to correct their local aberrations within each isoplanatic patch.
Of these three approaches, image metric optimization is the most general method. If desired, the image metric can be tuned to the expected image features [125] . The sub-aperture technique can be used to quickly calculate defocus in heterogeneous samples using only two sub-apertures [72] . Although the guide-star method may not be applicable for many biological samples, some sub-resolution biological features such as photoreceptors can be used as guide-stars.
Applications of CAO
CAO was first demonstrated in non-biological and ex vivo samples. Adie et al. [17] showed PSF improvement after CAO processing when imaging a silicone phantom with subresolution microparticles in an astigmatic system. CAO has been successfully applied to scattering biological samples imaged by different scanning geometries, such as ex vivo rat lung tissue [17] and 3D rabbit muscle tissue [116] by point scanning FD-OCT, and grape skin [123] and ex vivo mouse adipocytes by full-field SS-OCT [117] .
As with ISAM, in vivo imaging is challenging because one must consider if there is any phase disruption due to the sample (or sometimes the system) motion (more detailed discussion can be found in the next section). Liu et al. [119] incorporated CAO and ISAM with a point-scanning SD-OCM system with NA 0.6 and an A-scan rate of 60 kHz for highspeed volumetric cellular imaging. Figure 9 demonstrates this capability for 3D in vivo cellular human skin imaging using only 2D scanning. A rigid holder to bring the skin into direct contact with the imaging system dramatically reduced the motion artifacts. Since many OCT/OCM systems with this A-scan rate are currently available, CAO can be readily applied to many existing systems with appropriate mounting for in vivo volumetric cellular imaging and cell tracking. Fig. 9 . Volumetric cellular-resolution imaging of in vivo human skin acquired using a 0.6 NA point-scanning SD-OCM system without depth scanning. (a-e) En face results at different depths based-on the standard OCT processing. (f-j) ISAM and CAO processing for (a-e), respectively. Arrows indicate (f) boundary of the stratum corneum and epidermis, (g) granular cell nuclei, (h) dermal papillae, (i) basal cells, and (j) connective tissue. Scale bar represents 40 µm. Adapted from [119] .
A key application of CAO is for retina imaging, which is currently the most widespread application of OCT and HAO. Cellular-resolution imaging of the photoreceptors is likely to be an important tool in early diagnosis and understanding of many diseases such as macular degeneration [111] . However, the imperfections of the eye optics limit the achievable transverse resolution and make aberration compensation very important. It should be noted that although photoreceptors have been imaged without adaptive optics when the subject's eye has very low aberrations [105, 126, 127] , in general, this is not the case [128] .
Imaging the human eye poses more challenges for computational techniques because the eye exhibits frequent and inevitable motion [129] . Unlike imaging skin, direct contact of the imaging system with the eye is uncomfortable for subjects, and impractical. Therefore, high imaging speeds and motion correction techniques are necessary. Techniques such as en face OCT [130] , full-field SS-OCT [131] , and line-field SS-OCT [132] all provide high-speed retinal imaging.
The first published demonstration of CAO in the living human retina was reported by Shemonski et al. using an en face OCT imaging system, which operated at a 0.4 MHz pointscanning rate (4 kHz en face line rate) [124] . This high en face frame rate avoided transverse motion of the eye. An axial motion correction algorithm was also developed to stabilize the phase. Figure 10 shows a set of images spanning the foveal and parafoveal regions. In Fig. 10(b) , few distinguishable features are visible in the original en face OCT image mosaic. After CAO aberration correction [ Fig. 10(c) ], individual cone photoreceptors become clearly visible throughout the full field-of-view. Later, the same en face OCT system was used to image retinal fibers as well [73] . For the sake of capturing an accurate historical timeline, Hillmann et al. [133] presented work at the same time as Shemonski et al. [134] demonstrating computational aberration correction in the living retina far from the fovea using a full-field SS-OCT system. A recent publication from Hillmann et al. [52] was the first realization of CAO for phase-stable threedimensional volumetric imaging of the living human retina. The remarkably high speed fullfield SS-OCT with 10 billion voxels per second guaranteed sufficiently stable phase to apply CAO to the entire coherent 3D tomograms. This imaging technique provides a unique approach to research the in vivo physiological responses to photostimulation in human photoreceptors [135] . Due to the high imaging speed and high resolution achieved by CAO, clear changes in the optical path lengths of the photoreceptor outer segments as a response to an optical stimulus in the living human eye were temporally and spatially resolved at the single cone level (Fig. 11) . This may offer new diagnostic options in ophthalmology and neurology, and provide insights into visual phototransduction in humans.
The research of CAO in high resolution retina imaging has become very active. At a recent conference, Fechtig et al. also reported that they had successfully applied computational aberration corrections to the 3D tomogram of retinal photoreceptors acquired from a high-speed line-field parallel SD-OCT system [136] . Anderson et al. proposed a farfield OCT spectral domain computational approach that combines a 2D lenslet array and a low cost 2D CCD for in vivo high speed volumetric imaging of retina [137] . These CAO techniques, and others in the future, will enable many new research directions in the biological and medical sciences, as well as in future clinical applications. 
Stability
Computational image formation in OCT relies upon accurate measurement of the phase of the backscattered signal, which guarantees the coherent aperture synthesis. This places restrictions on the stability of the imaging experiment beyond that of standard OCT imaging. In the following section, the stability requirements are outlined, and solutions to the stability problem are summarized.
Phase stability requirements
In general, stability of the OCT amplitude image is critical for accurate imaging of sample structure. However, computational OCT imaging has the additional requirement of phase stability. Phase stability is achieved if there is a stable phase relationship between each measurement during which a point is being interrogated by the imaging beam. This duration of time over which a point is measured is termed the interrogation time [138] . For a pointscanned system, this is the duration of time between the first and last A-lines in which a point is illuminated by the scanning beam. Note that for a focused Gaussian beam, the interrogation time will be greater for points far from focus than for points near the focus. This is because the beam waist is broader away from focus, and will therefore illuminate a point for a longer period of time. For a full-field imaging system, the interrogation time covers the acquisition of the entire imaging volume. Because of this, full-field imaging is expected to have stricter phase stability requirements when compared to point-scanning methods.
The phase measurement is sensitive to motion in both the axial and transverse dimensions. Reconstruction artifacts introduced by various types of motion along each axis are reproduced here in Fig. 12 . In the transverse dimension, the measurement is sensitive to motion on the order of the diffraction-limited transverse resolution. However, the measurement is much more sensitive to motion along the axial dimension. For axial displacements smaller than the axial resolution of the imaging system, the amplitude image will remain relatively unchanged. However, the phase of the backscattered light will change by a factor of 0 2 z k δ , where
λ is the central wavelength, and z δ is the subresolution axial displacement. This indicates that even axial motion much less than the wavelength will contribute significant error in the phase measurement. Detailed thresholds for acceptable motion are outlined in [138] . Although the most common source of phase instability is sample motion, instability can also arise from the OCT system itself, including from the operator or user of the OCT system [139] . Any variation in the reference arm position will lead to apparent variations in optical path length that can corrupt the phase of the signal. Jitter of high-speed scanning mirrors used in point-scanning systems can be a source of instability [140] , and the rotational scanning mechanisms in catheter-based OCT imaging are typically very unstable [141] . The imprecise triggering of swept-source lasers can also lead to phase instability within and between scan lines [142, 143] .
Hardware methods for phase stabilization
One possible method for overcoming the phase instability associated with sample motion is to image at very high speeds, such that the sample appears stationary. The sample may also be physically coupled to the imaging system, such that the system and sample move as one unit. A combination of these two techniques enabled the real-time, in vivo use of computational OCT [59] . However, care must be taken to ensure that high-speed beam scanning does not introduce its own inherent motion artifacts. Full-field imaging techniques do not require scanning mirrors, so phase-stable imaging at high-speeds might be more easily achieved with such techniques [131] .
Axial motion can be tracked by placement of a phase reference object near the sample, such as a coverslip or catheter sheath, so that it appears in the OCT image [141, 144] . Using this reference object, the phase of each A-line can be aligned in post-processing to restore phase stability. To account for unstable triggering of a swept-source sweep, a fiber Bragg grating can be used to generate a wavelength-dependent trigger to synchronize each A-line [142] , while instabilities within the wavelength sweep can be calibrated out using a reference interferometer [143] .
Computational reconstruction is sensitive to transverse motion on the order of the diffraction-limited spot size. When imaging with an aberrated beam, the acquired image is blurred and does not have features at the scale required to correct the transverse motion. However, using an additional speckle-tracking imaging sub-system, the transverse motion can be measured [145] .
Post-processing methods for phase stabilization
In many cases, hardware solutions are not feasible or desirable. Additionally, the scanning speed is often insufficient to entirely overcome sample motion. An example is in retinal imaging, where stabilization via physical contact causes severe discomfort, and involuntary eye motion is rapid and difficult to overcome via high-speed scanning alone. For conditions such as these, post-processing methods have been developed to correct phase instability after the data has been acquired.
Due to the difficulty in correcting transverse motion without additional imaging hardware, a useful approach is to increase the imaging speed so that transverse motion is below the required stability threshold. Alternatively, additional hardware can be added to track transverse motion [145] . The following processing techniques can then be used to remove residual axial motion.
In swept-source full-field imaging, data is acquired simultaneously from all locations while the wavelength is varied over time. Axial motion will cause the sample to be at a different optical path length for each wavelength measurement. As a result, the phase relationship between each wavelength will be corrupted. This can be restored to a linear phase relationship by using a short-time Fourier transform to determine the approximate phase shift at each wavelength [146] .
In a point-scanning imaging system, axial motion causes phase variation between adjacent A-lines. With line rates commonly in the hundreds of kilohertz, phase between A-lines along the fast-axis is relatively stable. However, the time difference between A-lines along the slow-axis is often an order-of-magnitude longer, making phase correction necessary along this dimension. The phase difference between A-lines along the slow-axis can be calculated by complex conjugate multiplication of adjacent fast-axis frames. By taking the complex average along depth, an en face phase map can be generated. This phase map can then be conjugated and multiplied throughout the three-dimensional OCT volume, correcting the phase at every depth. This process is outlined in Fig. 13 , along with a rendering of the computational reconstruction with and without phase correction. 
Discussion and summary
Various ex vivo, in vitro, and in vivo studies have demonstrated that computational OCT imaging techniques have matured to improve both the axial and transverse resolution, as well as overcome both limited depth-of-field and optical aberrations. In addition to lower cost and simpler system configurations, the post-processing nature of computational imaging also allows more flexible measurement and image improvement. For example, the advantages of high-speed volumetric imaging with high 3D resolution would not only shorten the precious time required for imaging in surgery or in clinical applications, but also shows great potential for fundamental research, such as tracking highly dynamic cell behaviors in 3D. The separation of image acquisition and aberration correction make the correction of spatiallyvariant aberrations more accurate in a shorter acquisition time than HAO, which has to sense the aberrations in each small isoplanatic volume and then execute each correction while imaging the subject. Another benefit of the computational OCT techniques is that the magnitude and accuracy of the measured wavefront aberrations in CAO are not limited by the wavefront sensor design (e.g. the well-known non-common path errors, and the trade-off between measurement sensitivity and dynamic range), and the correction is not restricted to the number and the stroke range of physical actuators, as in HAO. Furthermore, the inherent coherence gate of CAO has the ability to achieve a depth-resolved aberration correction, which is particularly important in microscopy.
Increasingly, researchers have been pushing the limit of computational OCT imaging. Despite the advantages noted above, computational OCT techniques are notoriously more sensitive to motion, compared to standard OCT. Addressing this challenge was a significant barrier that limited the translation of these techniques from the experimental benchtop to clinical practice. Fortunately, this problem has been overcome recently through the development of ultrahigh-speed hardware systems and advanced motion correction techniques. The resulting new hardware systems also create other new applications, such as in retinal photo-physiology [135] , and many yet to come. This complementary development between computational imaging techniques and hardware development can further advance the applications of OCT, which has already been seen analogously in other imaging modalities such as X-ray and nuclear computed tomography, MRI, and likely more in the near future in ultrasound imaging.
Another limitation that exists among the post-processing techniques is the decreased signal in highly aberrated systems. The combination of new hardware design and computational imaging techniques can be a solution. The system can now be designed to optimize signal collection over an extended volume rather than minimizing aberrations at a given depth [17] . In high-resolution imaging of the retina, early evidence has shown that the physical compensation of defocus (a simple way is to adjust beam collimation) could provide sufficient SNR for CAO to achieve good performance. A practical strategy for volumetric aberration correction for the retina could be implemented by first determining the CAO wavefront filter at the depth which contributed the highest signal (e.g. inner segment/outer segment junction in retina), and then combining ISAM or digital refocusing to correct aberrations at other depths.
In summary, computational imaging techniques integrated with OCT present new opportunities for high-resolution volumetric imaging in many biological and clinical applications beyond standard OCT alone. Future studies will expand the imaging of different diseases in collaboration with medical specialists to assess the true clinical impact of these computational imaging techniques.
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